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Star Wars Adventures #26
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A long time ago in a galaxy far, far away. . . . When the Emperor and his notorious
apprentice, Darth Vader, find themselves stranded in the middle of insurgent action on an inhospitable planet, they must rely on
each other, the Force, and their own ruthlessness to prevail. “It appears things are as you suspected, Lord Vader. We are
indeed hunted.” Anakin Skywalker, Jedi Knight, is just a memory. Darth Vader, newly anointed Sith Lord, is ascendant. The
Emperor’s chosen apprentice has swiftly proven his loyalty to the dark side. Still, the history of the Sith Order is one of
duplicity, betrayal, and acolytes violently usurping their Masters—and the truest measure of Vader’s allegiance has yet to be
taken. Until now. On Ryloth, a planet crucial to the growing Empire as a source of slave labor and the narcotic known as
“spice,” an aggressive resistance movement has arisen, led by Cham Syndulla, an idealistic freedom fighter, and Isval, a
vengeful former slave. But Emperor Palpatine means to control the embattled world and its precious resources—by political
power or firepower—and he will be neither intimidated nor denied. Accompanied by his merciless disciple, Darth Vader, he sets
out on a rare personal mission to ensure his will is done. For Syndulla and Isval, it’s the opportunity to strike at the very heart
of the ruthless dictatorship sweeping the galaxy. And for the Emperor and Darth Vader, Ryloth becomes more than just a
matter of putting down an insurrection: When an ambush sends them crashing to the planet’s surface, where inhospitable
terrain and an army of resistance fighters await them, they will find their relationship tested as never before. With only their
lightsabers, the dark side of the Force, and each other to depend on, the two Sith must decide if the brutal bond they share will
make them victorious allies or lethal adversaries. Praise for Lords of the Sith “A compelling tale [that] gives us new insight
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into the relationship between Darth Vader and his master, Emperor Palpatine.”—New York Daily News “Endlessly fascinating . .
. a tale [that is] not just compelling but completely thrilling.”—Big Shiny Robot “The best novel so far in this new era of official
canon Star Wars stories.”—IGN “Packed with action . . . hard to put down.”—Seattle Geekly From the Hardcover edition.

Star Wars Queen's Peril
A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away, a cruiser transporting precious cargo for the traitorous Count Dooku’s during the
Clone Wars crashed into the Sea of Sand on the planet Ponemah, leaving its treasures buried. Years later, Captain Sidon Ithano,
known as the Crimson Corsair, and his pirate crew receive a signal from the downed cruiser. The pirates set off after whatever
lies beneath the sand, but the hidden ship’s signal has gone far and wide. Can the Crimson Corsair find the buried treasure
before his rivals? Don’t miss this ebook adventure and more from TALES FROM A GALAXY FAR, FAR AWAY: ALIENS,
available now!

Journey to Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker A Finn & Poe Adventure
A HOLY MYSTERY It is 1891, and a catholic priest arrives at 221b baker street, only to utter the words “il corpe” before
suddenly dropping dead. Though the man’s death is attributed to cholera, when news of another dead priest reaches Holmes,
he becomes convinced that the men have been poisoned. He and Watson learn that the victims were on a mission from the
Vatican to investigate a miracle; it is said that the body of eighteenth-century philanthropist and slave trader Edwyn Warwick
has not decomposed. But should the Pope canonise a man who made his fortune through slavery? And when Warwick’s body is
stolen, it becomes clear that the priests’ mission has attracted the attention of a deadly conspiracy

Lords of the Sith: Star Wars
Travel to a galaxy far, far away in this collection of Star Wars comic book tales! FN-2187 turns a bad day and troublesome
pest into praise from Captain Phasma. Luke and Leia undertake a high-stakes, two-part undercover mission on Tibrin with
explosive results. Plus more stories with K-2SO, Cassian, Emil, CR-8R, and the rebels vs. the Empire expand the world of Star
Wars into new territory for a new generation of fans. Collects Issues #3-5.

Rey and Pals
Tales from Vader’s Castle puts a spooky spin on your favorite characters from a galaxy far, far away⋯ This exciting weekly
series explores the hidden corners of the Star Wars universe and features Rebels stars Hera, Kanan, and Chopper; Obi-Wan
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Kenobi and Count Dooku; Han Solo and Chewbacca; the Ewoks; and of course, Darth Vader—all under the shadow of Vader’s
Castle! Fans will be excited to discover these creepy stories by fan-favorite writer Cavan Scott with art by the greatest talent
from across the galaxy, including Derek Charm, Kelley Jones, Chris Fenoglio, Corin Howell, Robert Hack, and Charles Paul
Wilson III!

The Russian
Tells the complete tale of Grand Moff Tarkin, who guides the creation of the Death Star and paves the way for the Empire's
supremacy--and whom even the dreaded Darth Vader obeys.

Star Wars: Queen's Shadow
Following an ambush by the Jedis, Sith Yaru Korsin fights a mutiny led by his own brother, leaving him no choice but to flee
with the remaining loyal Siths to the outskirts of an unknown planet where they face plagues and predators.

Dark Disciple: Star Wars
Collects the first three books in the Star Wars series, offering a glimpse of how Anakin Skywalker became aware of his power
and turned to the dark side.

Thrawn: Treason (Star Wars)
The first novel in a new trilogy starring veteran New Republic pilots! On the brink of victory in a brutal war, five New Republic
pilots transform from hunted to hunters in this epic Star Wars adventure. Set after Return of the Jedi, Alphabet Squadron
follows a unique team, each flying a different class of starfighter as they struggle to end their war once and for all. The
Emperor is dead. His final weapon has been destroyed. The Imperial Army is in disarray. In the aftermath, Yrica Quell is just
one of thousands of defectors from her former cause living in a deserters’ shantytown—until she is selected to join Alphabet
Squadron. Cobbled together from an eclectic assortment of pilots and starfighters, the five members of Alphabet are tasked by
New Republic general Hera Syndulla herself. Like Yrica, each is a talented pilot struggling to find their place in a changing
galaxy. Their mission: to track down and destroy the mysterious Shadow Wing, a lethal force of TIE fighters exacting bloody,
reckless vengeance in the twilight of their reign. The newly formed unit embodies the heart and soul of the Rebellion: ragtag,
resourceful, scrappy, and emboldened by their most audacious victory in decades. But going from underdog rebels to
celebrated heroes isn’t as easy as it seems, and their inner demons threaten them as much as their enemies among the stars.
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The wayward warriors of Alphabet Squadron will have to learn to fly together if they want to protect the new era of peace
they’ve fought so hard to achieve. Part of a Marvel and Del Rey crossover event, Alphabet Squadron is the counterpart to
Marvel’s TIE Fighter miniseries, which follows the exploits of Shadow Wing as they scheme to thwart the New Republic.

Star Wars Adventures: Tales from Vader's Castle
A daring rescue mission leads Lando--and his new friend Jaxxon--to the seat of Imperial power, where they must recover an
important artifact that will inspire a planet to drive the Empire from their home.

Doctor Who: Supremacy of the Cybermen #3
Witness one of the many lessons Rey learned from Luke Skywalker during her time on Ahch-To. Plus, in an all-new installment
of Tales from Wild Space, Resistance pilot Tallie teaches her squad how to overcome their fears.

Star Wars Adventures: Tales from Vader's Castle #5 (of 5)
When fourteen-year-old Padm Naberrie wins the election for Queen of Naboo, she adopts the name Amidala and leaves her
family to the rule from the royal palace. To keep her safe and secure, she'll need a group of skilled handmaidens who can be
her assistants, confidantes, defenders, and decoys. Each girl is selected for her particular talents, but it will be up to Padm to
unite them as a group. When Naboo is invaded by forces of the Trade Federation, Queen Amidala and her handmaidens will face
the greatest test--of themselves, and of each other.

Star Wars
A boy and his pet fox go on a quest to find a wolf who has eaten all the Stars in the sky before the Shadow Witch destroys the
Stars and removes good magic from the world forever, perfect for fans of The Girl Who Drank the Moon and Nevermoor. Long
ago, the land of Ulv was filled with magic. But that was before a wolf ate all the Stars in the night sky, ridding the world of
magic and allowing Shadow Creatures, beasts made of shadow and evil, to flourish. Twelve-year-old Bo knows the stories but
thinks the Stars and the wolf who ate them are nothing more than myths—until the day Bo’s guardian, Mads, is attacked by a
giant wolf straight from the legends. With his dying breath, Mads tells Bo that Ulv is in danger and the only way to prevent the
Shadow Creatures from taking over is to return the Stars to the sky. And so Bo—accompanied by his best friend, a fox called
Nix, a girl named Selene whose magic is tied to the return of the Stars, and Tam, a bird-woman who has vowed to protect Bo at
all costs—sets off on a quest to find the three magical keys that will release the Stars. But Bo isn’t the only one who wants the
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Stars, and the friends soon find themselves fleeing angry villagers, greedy merchants, and a vengeful wolf. And all the while, an
evil witch lurks in the shadows and time is running out.

Star Wars Adventures Annual 2019
It is 1919, and while the world celebrates the signing of the Treaty of Versailles, Holmes and Watson are called to a grisly
discovery. A severed hand has been found on the bank of the Thames, a hand belonging to a soldier who supposedly died in the
trenches two years previously. But the hand is fresh, and shows signs that it was recently amputated. So how has it ended up
back in London two years after its owner was killed in France? Warned by Sherlock’s brother Mycroft to cease their
investigation, and only barely surviving an attack by a superhuman creature, Holmes and Watson begin to suspect a conspiracy
at the very heart of the British government

The Boy, the Wolf, and the Stars
Your readers will help their favorite Star Wars characters choose their own destinies in this exciting, interactive series. With
over 20 different story paths in each title, the adventures will never end. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to
state standards. Spotlight is a division of ABDO.

Alphabet Squadron (Star Wars)
Long before the Clone Wars, the Empire, or the First Order, the Jedi lit the way for the galaxy in a golden age known as the
High Republic! Vernestra Rwoh is a new Jedi Knight at age sixteen, but her first real assignment feels an awful lot like
babysitting. She's been charged with supervising twelve-year old aspiring inventor Avon Starros on a cruiser headed to the
dedication of a wondrous new space station called Starlight Beacon. But soon into their journey, bombs go off aboard the
cruiser. While the adult Jedi try to save the ship, Vernestra, Avon, Avon's droid J-6, a Jedi Padawan, and an ambassador's son
make it to an escape shuttle, but communications are out and supplies are low. They decide to land on a nearby moon, which
offers shelter but not much more. And unbeknownst to them, danger lurks in the forest. "Rich internal third-person dialogue
reveals dollops of inner turmoil for each character at key moments as well as providing some much-needed world-building to
make this a winning choice. A great read for Star Wars fans young and old." -- Kirkus Reviews

Ranger's Apprentice 1: The Ruins Of Gorlan
One man versus the might of the Russian mafia The explosive new thriller series from major bestseller Ben Coes. Unforgiving
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and ruthlessly violent, the Russian mafia has rapidly taken over the criminal underworld in the U.S. When a powerful family
executes two high-profile American politicians, the message is obvious: opposition will be met with deadly force. With no other
viable options, the President creates a two-man clandestine assassination team to find and eliminate the bosses of this deadly
criminal operation: former Navy SEALs Billy Cosgrove and Rob Tacoma. But when Cosgrove is found dead just days later,
Tacoma is on his own against an organisation with endless resources and no boundaries. To find the culprits, he’ll have to take
on an army. Except in this battle there are no limits - and no rules. A brutal thriller from a master of the genre, The Russian is
perfect for fans of Lee Child, James Deegan and Andy McNab.

Sherlock Holmes - Cry of the Innocents
A re-evaluation of Genghis Khan's rise to power examines the reforms the conqueror instituted throughout his empire and his
uniting of East and West, which set the foundation for the nation-states and economic systems of the modern era.

Dooku: Jedi Lost (Star Wars)
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Grand Admiral Thrawn faces the ultimate test of his loyalty to the Empire in this epic
Star Wars novel from bestselling author Timothy Zahn. “If I were to serve the Empire, you would command my allegiance.”
Such was the promise Grand Admiral Thrawn made to Emperor Palpatine at their first meeting. Since then, Thrawn has been
one of the Empire’s most effective instruments, pursuing its enemies to the very edges of the known galaxy. But as keen a
weapon as Thrawn has become, the Emperor dreams of something far more destructive. Now, as Thrawn’s TIE defender
program is halted in favor of Director Krennic’s secret Death Star project, he realizes that the balance of power in the Empire
is measured by more than just military acumen or tactical efficiency. Even the greatest intellect can hardly compete with the
power to annihilate entire planets. As Thrawn works to secure his place in the Imperial hierarchy, his former prot g Eli
Vanto returns with a dire warning about Thrawn’s homeworld. Thrawn’s mastery of strategy must guide him through an
impossible choice: duty to the Chiss Ascendancy, or fealty to the Empire he has sworn to serve. Even if the right choice means
committing treason. Praise for Thrawn: Treason “Another excellent addition to the new canon . . . Thrawn: Treason will
reward you thoroughly for your time.”—GeekMom “If you’ve ever enjoyed a Thrawn story—whether that was Heir to the Empire
and its sequels or Zahn’s new novels—you’ll find more of what you enjoy in Treason.”—Dork Side of the Force

Battlefront: Twilight Company (Star Wars)
An all-new novel based upon the explosive Star Trek TV series! No one in the history of histories has lost more than Philippa
Georgiou, ruler of the Terran Empire. Forced to take refuge in the Federation’s universe, she bides her time until Section 31, a
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rogue spy force within Starfleet, offers her a chance to work as their agent. She has no intention of serving under anyone else,
of course; her only interest is escape. But when a young Trill, Emony Dax, discovers a powerful interstellar menace, Georgiou
recognizes it as a superweapon that escaped her grasp in her own universe. Escorted by a team sent by an untrusting
Federation to watch over her, the emperor journeys to a region forbidden to travelers. But will what she finds there end the
threat—or give “Agent Georgiou” the means to create her old empire anew?

Star Wars
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER An unexpected offer threatens the bond between Qui-Gon Jinn and Obi-Wan Kenobi as
the two Jedi navigate a dangerous new planet and an uncertain future. A Jedi must be a fearless warrior, a guardian of justice,
and a scholar in the ways of the Force. But perhaps a Jedi’s most essential duty is to pass on what they have learned. Master
Yoda trained Dooku; Dooku trained Qui-Gon Jinn; and now Qui-Gon has a Padawan of his own. But while Qui-Gon has faced all
manner of threats and danger as a Jedi, nothing has ever scared him like the thought of failing his apprentice. Obi-Wan Kenobi
has deep respect for his Master, but struggles to understand him. Why must Qui-Gon so often disregard the laws that bind the
Jedi? Why is Qui-Gon drawn to ancient Jedi prophecies instead of more practical concerns? And why wasn’t Obi-Wan told that
Qui-Gon is considering an invitation to join the Jedi Council—knowing it would mean the end of their partnership? The simple
answer scares him: Obi-Wan has failed his Master. When Jedi Rael Aveross, another former student of Dooku, requests their
assistance with a political dispute, Jinn and Kenobi travel to the Royal Court of Pijal for what may be their final mission
together. What should be a simple assignment quickly becomes clouded by deceit, and by visions of violent disaster that take
hold in Qui-Gon’s mind. As Qui-Gon’s faith in prophecy grows, Obi-Wan’s faith in him is tested—just as a threat surfaces which
will demand that Master and Apprentice come together as never before, or be divided forever.

Star Wars Journey to the Force Awakens: The Crimson Corsair and the Lost Treasure of Count Dooku
Star Wars: Batu In-World Fairytales Book

Genghis Khan and the Making of the Modern World
'The Sword of Truth series was my masterwork. Yet, life for these characters goes on after the conclusion of that series. For
years readers have been asking about Richard and Kahlan's children. This is that story' TERRY GOODKIND. In 1994 Wizard's
First Rule introduced Richard Cypher, a young woodsman seeking answers and vengeance in the aftermath of his father's
murder, and Kahlan Amnell, a mysterious young woman pursued by a bloodthirsty tyrant's assassins. The Sword of Truth is
one of the most ambitious fantasy series ever written. It was a decades-long masterwork that has been translated into 20
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languages and sold 26 million copies. After 16 volumes and one novella, it concluded in 2016 with Warheart. The Children of
D'Hara picks up immediately after the conclusion of the Sword of Truth series. The story will be told in instalments, as novellalength episodes published every three months. Hateful Things is the second novella.

Star Wars Adventures: Defend the Republic!
A razor-sharp tale of two couples, two marriages, a bar, and a San Francisco start-up from a best-selling, award-winning
novelist. This is a story about two marriages. Or is it? It begins with a wedding, held in the small San Francisco forest of Bottle
Grove--bestowed by a wealthy patron for the public good, back when people did such things. Here is a cross section of lives, a
stretch of urban green where ritzy guests, lustful teenagers, drunken revelers, and forest creatures all wait for the sun to go
down. The girl in the corner slugging vodka from a cough-syrup bottle is Padgett--she's keeping something secreted in the
woods. The couple at the altar are the Nickels--the bride is emphatic about changing her name, as there is plenty about her old
life she is ready to forget. Set in San Francisco as the tech-boom is exploding, Bottle Grove is a sexy, skewering dark comedy
about two unions--one forged of love and the other of greed--and about the forces that can drive couples together, into
dependence, and then into sinister, even supernatural realms. Add one ominous shape-shifter to the mix, and you get a
delightful and strange spectacle: a story of scheming and yearning and foibles and love and what we end up doing for it--and
everyone has a secret. Looming over it all is the income disparity between San Francisco's tech community and . . . everyone
else.

Master and Apprentice (Star Wars)
Join Finn and Poe as they journey across the galaxy after the events of The Last Jedi on an important mission for the
Resistance. With over twenty possible outcomes, readers will have to think on their feet to keep these Resistance heroes safe
from the First Order!

Star Wars Adventures #30
Provides the complete screenplays of the three Star Wars films, and provides background information about how the scripts
were developed

Star Wars: Choose Your Destiny (Set)
Explore the galaxy in light of events depicted in The Rise of Skywalker! In this issue, the spotlight falls on Kylo Ren!
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Hateful Things
Witness the birth of the new Cybermen invasion, as the history of this aggressive Cyberiad is at last revealed! The Tenth
Doctor takes a titanic machine into combat. The Twelfth Doctor finds an unlikely ally. The Ninth Doctor loses one of his own.
And the Eleventh Doctor discovers something impossible!

Star Wars: The High Republic: A Test of Courage
How do a band of rebels distract themselves when sneaking into the creepiest place in the galaxy? Tell scary stories of course!
Follow Lina Graf, Crater, and friends as they sneak--and fight--their way into the terrifying castle of Darth Vader! Along the
way, they'll trade spooky stories featuring the most terrifying villains and creatures in the universe!

Lost Tribe of the Sith
What if Rey hadn't grown up all alone on dusty planet Jakku, but instead had a galaxy of friends to play with? New York Times
bestselling author of the Darth Vader and Son series Jeffrey Brown returns to the Star Wars galaxy with a collection of brandnew adventures starring young Rey and Kylo, Finn and Poe, Hux and Phasma, Rose and BB-8—all under the watch of Luke,
General Leia, Han, and Chewie. Whether it's Kylo trying to use the Force to cheat at Go Fish, Poe bowling with BB-8, or Rey
lifting rocks to play hide and seek, Jeffrey Brown's charmingly hilarious vision will delight Star Wars fans of all ages.
& TM
Lucasfilm Ltd. Used Under Authorization

Star Wars: Resistance Reborn
"Travel to a galaxy far, far away in this collection of Star Wars comic book tales!" --

Bottle Grove
Written by the #1 New York Times best-selling author of Ahsoka! When Padm Naberrie, "Queen Amidala" of Naboo, steps
down from her position, she is asked by the newly-elected queen to become Naboo's representative in the Galactic Senate.
Padm is unsure about taking on the new role, but cannot turn down the request to serve her people. Together with her most
loyal handmaidens, Padm must figure out how to navigate the treacherous waters of politics and forge a new identity beyond
the queen's shadow.
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Tarkin: Star Wars
Faithfully bringing events from the film to the comics page! Read along in THE RISE OF SKYWALKER as Poe faces the
challenges of leadership, Finn and Rose make impossible decisions for the greater good, and Rey finally confronts her destiny.
The true threat to the galaxy is revealed as the third STAR WARS trilogy reaches its epic conclusion! Capturing the galaxyspanning action of THE RISE OF SKYWALKER, experience Episode IX as a beautiful graphic novel combining the epic wonder
of STAR WARS with streamlined, young-reader friendly designs.

Star Trek: Discovery: Die Standing
Delve into the history of the sinister Count Dooku in the original script to the thrilling Star Wars audio production! Darth
Tyranus. Count of Serenno. Leader of the Separatists. A red saber, unsheathed in the dark. But who was he before he became
the right hand of the Sith? As Dooku courts a new apprentice, the hidden truth of the Sith Lord's past begins to come to light.
Dooku's life began as one of privilege—born within the stony walls of his family's estate, orbited by the Funeral Moon where the
bones of his ancestors lie interred. But soon, his Jedi abilities are recognized, and he is taken from his home to be trained in the
ways of the Force by the legendary Master Yoda. As he hones his power, Dooku rises through the ranks, befriending fellow
Jedi Sifo-Dyas and taking a Padawan of his own, the promising Qui-Gon Jinn—and tries to forget the life that he once led. But he
finds himself drawn by a strange fascination with the Jedi Master Lene Kostana, and the mission she undertakes for the Order:
finding and studying ancient relics of the Sith, in preparation for the eventual return of the deadliest enemies the Jedi have ever
faced. Caught between the world of the Jedi, the ancient responsibilities of his lost home, and the alluring power of the relics,
Dooku struggles to stay in the light—even as the darkness begins to fall.

Sherlock Holmes - The Patchwork Devil
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY BUZZFEED • A companion novel inspired by Star Wars: Battlefront,
this action-packed adventure follows a squad of soldiers caught in the trenches of the ultimate galactic war between good and
evil. The bravest soldiers. The toughest warriors. The ultimate survivors. Among the stars and across the vast expanses of
space, the Galactic Civil War rages. On the battlefields of multiple worlds in the Mid Rim, legions of ruthless
stormtroopers—bent on crushing resistance to the Empire wherever it arises—are waging close and brutal combat against an
armada of freedom fighters. In the streets and alleys of ravaged cities, the front-line forces of the Rebel Alliance are taking the
fight to the enemy, pushing deeper into Imperial territory and grappling with the savage flesh-and-blood realities of war on the
ground. Leading the charge are the soldiers—men and women, human and nonhuman—of the Sixty-First Mobile Infantry, better
known as Twilight Company. Hard-bitten, war-weary, and ferociously loyal to one another, the members of this renegade outfit
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doggedly survive where others perish, and defiance is their most powerful weapon against the deadliest odds. When orders
come down for the rebels to fall back in the face of superior opposition numbers and firepower, Twilight reluctantly complies.
Then an unlikely ally radically changes the strategic equation—and gives the Alliance’s hardest-fighting warriors a crucial
chance to turn retreat into resurgence. Orders or not, alone and outgunned but unbowed, Twilight Company locks, loads, and
prepares to make its boldest maneuver—trading down-and-dirty battle in the trenches for a game-changing strike at the ultimate
target: the very heart of the Empire’s military machine. Praise for Battlefront: Twilight Company “A novel that ties in to a
video game based on a sprawling sci-fi franchise shouldn’t be this good. . . . Battlefront: Twilight Company effortlessly thrusts
readers onto the frontlines of the Galactic Civil War in a gripping tale.”—New York Daily News “Compelling . . . an entertaining
journey through a galaxy in turmoil . . . Battlefront: Twilight Company explores what happens to the cannon fodder fighting and
dying in the background of space opera’s cinematic action sequences. Focusing on the life of a few low-ranking Rebel grunts
caught up in a vast interstellar conflict, the novel is an enjoyable tale of interstellar adventure and drama.”—IGN “Satisfyingly
complex, immersive and moving . . . a war story unlike any Star Wars book that’s come before it.”—Roqoo Depot “A military
thriller [with] some pretty impressive actions scenes [and] the lived-in, gritty feel of the original trilogy . . . [Alexander]
Freed shows us the military side of the Star Wars universe in a way that we haven’t seen much before, while also giving
readers new perspectives on classic characters and moments.”—Tech Times “Twilight Company is one of the greatest Star
Wars stories ever about someone doggedly, cynically coming to understand why acting according to the light side is
important.”—Den of Geek “The strongest canon piece of Star Wars literature thus far . . . sure to be a fan-pleasing favorite . . .
Explosive action scenes and dark humor only punctuate this character-driven tale [with] heavy world-building and cameos from
other characters throughout the Star Wars pantheon.”—Alternative Nation

The Star Wars Book
"The only way to bring down the Sith's most dangerous warrior may be to join forces with the dark side"--Back cover.

Star Wars: Myths & Fables
Legacy of the Jedi
The New York Times and Australian mega-bestselling series about Will and his friends from Castle Redmont starts here! Will
is small for his age, but agile and energetic. All his life, he has dreamed of becoming a great knight like the father he never
knew, so he is devastated when he is rejected as an apprentice to Castle Redmont's Battleschool. Instead he is apprenticed to
Halt, the mysterious Ranger whose uncanny ability to move unseen is thought to be the result of black magic. Reluctantly, Will
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learns to use a Ranger's secret weapons: a bow and arrow, a mottled cloak and a stubborn little pony. It may not be the sword
and battlehorse he longs for, but when Will and Halt set out on a desperate mission to prevent the assassination of the King,
Will finds that a Ranger's weapons are not so useless after all . . .

Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker Graphic Novel Adaptation
This is the Star Wars book you're looking for. If you want to comprehend the epic and intricate Star Wars saga, this is the book
for you. It is a unique and insightful examination of this beloved franchise, including Star Wars: The Mandalorian, Star Wars:
The Clone Wars, and Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker. Written by Star Wars experts, including fan-favourite Pablo Hidalgo,
this book is packed with stunning film and TV stills, illuminating infographics and curated essays that reveal the mysteries of
the Star Wars galaxy. From legendary heroes like Luke Skywalker and Leia Organa to fascinating species like the Wookiees
and Tusken Raiders, this book explores the central characters, technology, governments, and events that have shaped the epic
saga. The book is divided into key subject areas - the galaxy, science and technology, the Force, the Skywalkers, galactic
governments and their dissidents, and galactic denizens. Whether you are a devoted Star Wars fan or a casual reader curious to
learn more, The Star Wars Book is an invaluable roadmap to this galaxy, far far away.
& (tm) 2020 Lucasfilm Ltd

Star Wars Adventures, Vol. 2 : Unexpected Detour
The first story follows four generations of Jedi, including Dooku, Qui-Gon Jinn, Obi-Wan Kenobi, and Anakin Skywalker; and,
when Obi-Wan and Siri fall in love, their relationship has unforeseen consequences for generations to come.
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